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Managing a complex IT ecosystem is a challenge to many organizations. The 

complex nature of today’s technology and the sheer volume of traffic flowing 

through enterprise networks place a strain on even the largest and best-equipped 

IT departments. 

To address these challenges and maximize IT budgets, organizations are turning to 

a managed services model.  We’ll explore what this model entails and the benefits 

in a modern digital workplace and why businesses are looking to partners more 

than ever for technology support.

What are managed services? 

The managed services model is the practice of contracting a second party, known as a 

Managed Services Provider, or MSP, to monitor and support functions related to  

the IT technology ecosystem. Outsourcing these key responsibilities to the MSP 

addresses a number of business challenges for the organization, including budget 

constraints, IT staffing issues, recurring platform and hardware problems and more. 

Managed services contracts range from maintenance of a single platform to 

comprehensive ecosystem management. For a monthly fee, your organization can 

outsource management of key enterprise systems to a MSP.

How can you know if the managed 

services model is right for your 

organization? 

The managed services model offers 

benefits for nearly every business. The 

question is, are the potential benefits 

to your organization worth the costs? 

To determine the ultimate viability of 

the managed service model for your 

organization, conduct an internal 

review of these key factors: 

1. Your IT business challenges

2. Service options

3. Cost factors

4. Benefits

5. ROI

A thorough examination of these 

factors, as well as the track record of 

potential MSPs, should yield the data 

you need to make an informed decision 

regarding your IT future.
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Common Business Challenges Impacting 
Technology Performance

Organizations often face a wide range of challenges that  

impact the effective management of individual technology  

solutions and the maintenance of the technology  

ecosystem as a whole. Businesses that struggle to  

overcome these challenges internally may face significantly  

higher IT costs, security vulnerabilities, unsatisfied  

employees and customers, and more. 

The most common technology management challenges  

facing modern businesses include:

Budget: Money, or lack thereof, is the driving factor behind 

many business challenges. Technology management is no 

exception. Organizations that lack the budget needed to 

hire, train and retain a quality technology support team often 

encounter significant difficulty in managing mission critical 

systems, devices and applications.

Staffing: Effective management of a technology ecosystem 

requires a staff of IT experts with significant experience 

and knowledge of the enterprise’s solutions. Smaller 

organizations that lack the budget to maintain an effective IT 

staff, as well as those with frequent employee turnover, may 

struggle to effectively manage the technology ecosystem.

Diverse Technologies: Modern businesses rely on several 

enterprise applications and software platforms to execute 

daily operations. Managing these disparate applications, 

their licenses and the integrations across platforms presents 

challenges for many organizations.

Multiple Geographic Locations: Providing effective 

technology support to multiple business locations and 

remote employees from a centrally located headquarters 

is difficult and expensive. Maintaining dedicated IT staff at 

multiple locations is just as challenging and costly.

Customizations: Few businesses use a technology solution 

without developing customized settings or code strings to 

address specific requirements. While these customizations 

allow businesses to make the most of the technology, some 

may lead to performance issues. The more complex the 

customization, the more likely an issue will arise, and the 

more challenging resolutions become.

Security: Hackers are continually developing new methods 

for gaining unauthorized access to business systems. 

Organizations that lack the staff and expertise and ability to 

address emerging security threats are at risk of incursion. 

A single one of these common challenges can significantly 

increase the difficulty of maintaining optimal performance of 

your technology ecosystem. When facing several of these 

challenges, the task becomes much more problematic. 

If your business regularly encounters one or more of these 

issues, it is very likely that the enterprise, employees and 

customers have been negatively impacted. The managed 

services model may provide the stability and affordability you 

need to right the ship.
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Service Options

MSPs offer a wide range of service options designed to 

help businesses overcome the challenges associated with 

managing a complex technology ecosystem. Every MSP, and 

the service menu they offer, is different. Exploring available 

service options may help to pinpoint viable MSPs and 

solutions for your organization. 

Commonly offered managed service options include:

Onsite and Virtual Support: The geographic location of 

support engineers may vary from MSP to MSP and service 

package to service package. Some providers offer the option 

of having an engineer or support team on site within your 

organization, while others focus on offering virtual support 

from their headquarters.

Specific Platform Support: MSPs often provide support 

for specific software platforms or ecosystems. For example, 

one MSP may focus on supporting the Microsoft Cloud 

while another offers support for contact center platforms. 

Organizations that rely heavily upon a key platform or 

ecosystem may benefit from specialized support packages.

Full Network Support: Comprehensive management of your 

network, and the hardware within it, is an endless task. Many 

MSPs offer full network, server and device management 

services that include incident management, problem 

resolution, simple troubleshooting and upgrade guidance. 

Custom Support Windows: MSPs often offer set support 

windows, say from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. on weekdays. Issues that 

occur outside of set support hours are often addressed at 

the start of the next window. Most MSPs will also provide 

the option of 24/7 support at an added cost.

Hosting: The increased stability and power of cloud-hosting 

solutions has led many MSPs to add hosting services to 

their service menus. An MSP may offer hosting of small 

applications or your website, all the way up to your full 

server ecosystem.

Disaster Recovery: Without proper planning, an unforeseen 

power, network or server failure may have costly 

ramifications for your business. Many providers offer disaster 

recovery services, including remote backup, instant failover, 

full recovery, and redundant system creation. 

Monitoring: Proactive monitoring of your network, servers, 

hardware and applications may help to avoid issues before 

they arise. MSPs often offer proactive monitoring services 

designed to identify potential issues within a specific 

platform or your overall network ecosystem.

Training: Educating employees on the use of software 

platforms or new hardware helps to improve efficiency and 

reduce support tickets. Many MSPs offer onsite or virtual 

training services on specific platforms or more generalized 

hardware topics.

It is important to remember that as the needs of the modern 

business vary, so do the services offered by MSPs. It may 

also help to remember that many providers are willing 

to customize their services to meet your specific needs. 

Reviewing the services offered by prospective MSPs will help 

you gauge their viability, and may shed light on additional 

service offerings that offer benefit to your organization.
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Benefits

Your organization may enjoy a range of benefits from the 

managed services model, financially and logistically. Exploring 

these benefits, as well as their potential value, may guide 

your organization’s decision on the managed services model. 

The managed services model offers many benefits, including:

Customized Guidance: Objective advice can help you make 

the most out of your technology platforms. Many managed 

service models offer customized guidance on ways to 

maximize the features and functionality of your enterprise 

technologies and applications.

Fixed Monthly Costs: Depending on the pricing model, 

managed service models may offer fixed monthly costs, 

allowing you to manage your IT operations budget without 

risk of unforeseen expenses. Regardless of the number of 

issues that arise in any given month, your costs remain the 

same. The consistent expenditure is invaluable to many 

organizations operating on fixed budgets, as well as those 

planning for long term expenditures.

Reduced Operating Expenses: Maintaining a large internal 

IT staff is expensive. Arming that staff with the education, 

training and tools necessary to support complex enterprise 

platforms is just as costly. Trusting a third party to support 

your mission critical platforms reduces the expenses 

associated with your IT staff.

Reduced Risk of Downtime: System consistency, or 

availability, is vital to the daily operation of your organization. 

When systems fail, slow down or malfunction, your 

organization may be unable to execute critical tasks or 

fully support customers. MSPs take efforts to minimize 

the potential for down time by proactively monitoring 

your system and applications, as well as creating multiple 

redundancies, backup systems and failover servers.

Efficient Upgrades: Software vendors are continually 

developing and upgrading their products. Maintaining 

the most current version of an application or platform 

ensures its optimal performance and fullest feature set. 

Unfortunately, updating enterprise applications isn’t as 

simple as downloading and installing a file. In some cases, 

updates take hours and require the attention of multiple IT 

professionals. MSPs handle much of the heavy lifting of the 

upgrade process, limiting the impact on your organization 

and your customers.

Centralized Billing: Many MSPs seek certification from 

technology vendors to manage the entire billing process. 

For example, a Microsoft certified MSP may be authorized 

to collect your Office 365 license fees, as well as their own 

contractual payments. This avoids multiple payments and 

streamlines the accounts payable process. 

Streamlined License Management: Assigning and 

updating application licenses when employees enter or 

leave your organization is a time-consuming process. 

Many MSPs include license management as part of a more 

comprehensive service package. This reduces the time and 

effort expended towards license management, and controls 

your licensing costs.

Security: The proactive systems monitoring, disaster 

recovery and data backup services provided by MSPs acts as 

a form of insurance against hackers and information loss. The 

increased security and operational continuity provides peace 

of mind both for your organization and your customers.

Flexibility: As your business grows and evolves, your 

technology ecosystem and the solutions within it must keep 

pace. With the support of an MSP, adding or removing users 

or rolling out new instances of an application becomes a 

much easier process. Your MSP likely also offers guidance on 

growth and improvement planning, allowing you to take a 

proactive approach to your changing needs without adding 

burden to your own IT staff.
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Calculating the Return on Managed 
Services Investments

As with any business expenditure, it is important to 

understand the return on an investment into a managed 

services contract. Some of the returns are quantifiable and 

easily tracked. Others are more abstract, but no less valuable. 

When calculating the return on managed services expenses, 

consider the model’s impact on:

Employee Productivity: When a key system, even 

something as commonplace as your email application, goes 

down, employees are left waiting for resolution. The resulting 

lack of productivity and decreased employee morale can 

lead to significant costs. Avoiding outages or limiting their 

duration or scope is key to providing employees the tools 

they need to execute their duties.

Uptime: Depending on the technology in question, the 

average cost of a single hour of downtime may range from 

$5,000 to as much as $100,000. Improvements in uptime 

may have a large impact on your organization’s bottom line.

IT Staff: The support offered by an MSP allows your internal  

IT staff to shift focus to tasks that drive your business 

forward. An empowered IT staff with the bandwidth to 

execute upon their own initiatives, such as the development 

of new IP, becomes a revenue generating unit.

Custom Support Windows: MSPs often offer set support 

windows, say from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. on weekdays. Issues that 

occur outside of set support hours are often addressed at 

the start of the next window. Most MSPs will also provide 

the option of 24/7 support at an added cost.

Your Customers: Technology solutions are often aimed at 

supporting employees in the delivery of effective customer 

experience, or empowering customers to accomplish tasks 

without the assistance of a staff member. When those 

technology solutions fail or do not perform optimally, 

customers are likely to feel the impact. The more often 

that impact occurs, the more likely the customer is to seek 

alternatives to your business.

Security: The added security services and expertise provided 

by MSPs protect your business, employee and customer 

data from unauthorized access. The reduced risk of incursion 

allows for confident business operations and partnerships.

Technology: The managed services model has the potential 

to improve the ROI of other key investments, most notably 

those into enterprise technology solutions. By optimizing 

their performance and usability, MSPs help you get the most 

out your investment into enterprise technologies.   

  

By exploring these many factors, it is possible to develop a 

realistic view of the potential financial and logistical returns 

on the costs of managed services. 

Take the Next Steps

Comparing the potential benefits and costs against your 

organization’s challenges may help to determine the viability 

of the managed services model. However, the internal review 

may be just the first step in a larger discovery process.

Should the managed services model appear to be a viable 

solution for your organization’s IT needs, contacting MSPs 

should be your next step. With your newly gained knowledge 

in hand, request quotes and service options from multiple 

MSPs. Be sure to provide details regarding your specific 

needs and IT goals and your budget. 

Examine each quote, including the type and extent of 

services suggested, and costs before making a final decision 

on the managed services model’s viability for your company.
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About Avtex
Avtex is a full-service Customer Experience (CX) consulting and solution provider focused on helping organizations create 

better experiences for their customers. With an unparalleled breadth of knowledge and experience, and partnerships with 

leading technology vendors like Microsoft and Genesys, we are uniquely suited to address any CX challenge.

 

Our portfolio of solutions and services supports our unique approach to Customer Experience, which includes two key phases, 

CX Transformation and CX Orchestration.

• Our CX Transformation solutions and services aid in the process of defining and improving CX. From Journey Mapping to 

CX Design Thinking, we provide the support you need to set the foundation for CX success. 

• Our CX Orchestration, solutions and services enable the realization of your CX strategy through people, processes and 

technology. From technology implementation to training, we ensure you have the capabilities to execute your CX strategy.


